
A COMPARISON OF AMERICANS AND SUVS IN GAS GUZZLING IN

AMERICA

Americans love their gas-guzzling trucks again. of the market for new vehicles in the U.S., according to Jessica
Caldwell, is up to percent of the average transaction price, compared to percent at this time last year.

Global warming is daunting. The electric vehicle? The gas guzzlers made up  You can sign up here to receive
Climate Fwd:, our new email newsletter. More recent regulations have not helped. Cherokees and Ford
Explorers soon began replacing Tauruses and other smaller cars on driveways across America. At the same
time, they are pouring resources into far more polluting S. Automakers point out that the bulk of the global
growth has been in S. That means S. But despite a trend that some may think is a setback for hard-won global
gains in the overall fuel efficiency of vehicles, there are slivers of progress. One of the few hybrid choices
right now is the Workhorse, a hybrid pickup made by an Ohio company that specializes in fleet vehicles.
Authorized by a Clean Air Act amendment to set federal tailpipe rules for the first time, the Environmental
Protection Agency required automakers to more than double their average fuel efficiency over the following
decade. The Model X is the only fully electric S. We know. Travel by car in the UK is also at record levels,
says Ori. For the first time ever, sport utility vehicles, or SUVs, were the best-selling cars in countries
including Portugal, Spain, and Denmark last year, growing by 24 percent across Europe from the previous
year. There are signs this is already happening. Volkswagen, which made no S. The global S. The most
fuel-efficient F-series model gets about 25 miles per gallon on the highway, though a new model this year
could get closer to 30 miles a gallon. Between and , the average fuel economy of new cars worldwide
improved by about 1. But there are still a lot of gas-guzzling cars on US roads. The trucks, which cater to
drivers looking for power and hauling might, are unlikely to go electric soon. Even western Europe â€” where
in , Ken Livingstone, who was mayor of London at the time, declared S. Denmark is often counted among the
most environmentally enlightened countries in the world, after all. By signing up, you agree to our Privacy
Policy. But vans, pickup trucks and other off-road vehicles escaped with fewer restrictions than traditional
passenger cars. Sales in that region have more than doubled over the past five years, a clip four times as fast as
the overall market, according to JATO data. But since then, that pace has slowed to 1. The S. On the other
hand, most automakers still lose money on each electric vehicle they sell. Get the Monitor Stories you care
about delivered to your inbox. There are no signs that trend has improved since then, said Anup Bandivadekar,
who heads the passenger vehicle program at the International Council on Clean Transportation, a nonprofit
think tank affiliated with the United Nations initiative. There are technological hurdles to powering a larger
car with batteries, and the perception among many automakers remains that drivers of S. Image A new Skoda
S. Spurred by rising incomes and lower gas prices, drivers in China, Australia and other countries are ditching
their smaller sedans for bigger rides at a rapid pace. Image Buick S. Drivers in Europe, Australia and China
are increasingly favoring S.


